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Overview 
 
Google Surveys is a market research pla�orm that surveys internet and sma�phone users. 
Our methodology whitepaper  explains how Google Surveys works and discusses its ability 1

to mitigate di�erent kinds of biases. This paper evaluates the accuracy of Google Surveys by 
comparing its survey results against benchmarks and other online survey pla�orms. 

 
Since Google Surveys launched in 2012, several independent studies have been published on 
the accuracy of its results.  In addition, several large-scale studies  have been conducted on 2 3

the accuracy and biases of non-probability online surveys by The Adve�ising Research 
Foundation (ARF) in 2014  and the Pew Research Center in 2016  and 2018 . Those 3 studies 4 5 6

evaluated the results of multiple online survey pla�orms against benchmarks; The ARF 
evaluated 17 pla�orms, and Pew evaluated 9 in 2016 and 3 in 2018. None of these studies 
included Google Surveys due to its di�erences from other pla�orms, most notably Google 
Surveys’ 10-question limit per survey. 
 
In 2018, we replicated the 2018 Pew study as much as possible on the Google Surveys 
Publisher Network, which is a collection of 1,500+ sites, ~75% of which are News sites.  The 7

most signi�cant methodological di�erence was the length of the questionnaire; Pew’s was 
~60 questions, while ours was 6 separate surveys with 3-5 questions each. We grouped the 
questions into surveys by the 6 topics in the Pew study: Civic Engagement, Family, Financial, 
Political, Personal, and Technology. Of the 24 benchmark questions , we excluded 3 that were 8

not in line with our policies,  leaving 21 questions. See Appendix C for a comprehensive list of 9

all the ways in which our methodology di�ered from the Pew study. 
 
The key �ndings from our experiments were 
 

1  g.co/SurveysWhitepaper  (2018) 
2  A Comparison of Results from Surveys by the Pew Research Center and Google Consumer Surveys  (2012) 
   How Representative are Google Consumer Surveys?  (2013) 
   Survey Experiments with Google Consumer Surveys: Promise and Pi�alls for Academic Research in Social 
Science ,  Q&A  (2017) 
3  A critical review of studies investigating the quality of data obtained with online panels based on probability and 
nonprobability samples  (2014) 
4  “Foundations of Quality 2.0: Launching What We’ve Learned,” restricted content on  thea�.org  (2014) 
5  Evaluating Online Nonprobability Surveys  (2016) 
6  For Weighting Online Opt-In Samples, What Ma�ers Most?  (2018) 
7 For more information on the Publisher Network, see  g.co/SurveysWhitepaper . 
8  See the 24 benchmark questions and data sources  here . 
9 The questions we excluded were US citizenship, gun ownership, and food allergies. 
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http://g.co/SurveysWhitepaper
http://www.people-press.org/2012/11/07/a-comparison-of-results-from-surveys-by-the-pew-research-center-and-google-consumer-surveys
http://ww2.amstat.org/sections/srms/Proceedings/y2013/Files/308821_81587.pdf
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/political-analysis/article/survey-experiments-with-google-consumer-surveys-promise-and-pitfalls-for-academic-research-in-social-science/BA2706C99777E858EF1733C64727290B
https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/political-analysis/article/survey-experiments-with-google-consumer-surveys-promise-and-pitfalls-for-academic-research-in-social-science/BA2706C99777E858EF1733C64727290B
http://blog.journals.cambridge.org/2017/04/20/qa-on-the-use-of-google-consumer-surveys-for-social-science-research-with-lie-philip-santoso-robert-stein-and-randy-stevenson/
https://ai.google/research/pubs/pub42494
https://ai.google/research/pubs/pub42494
http://thearf.org/
http://www.pewresearch.org/2016/05/02/evaluating-online-nonprobability-surveys/
http://www.pewresearch.org/2018/01/26/for-weighting-online-opt-in-samples-what-matters-most/
http://g.co/SurveysWhitepaper
http://assets.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/01/24160939/Appendix-D.pdf
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1. Google Surveys (GS) and Pew’s overall errors versus benchmarks were similar, although 
Pew was able to reduce errors more e�ectively through weighting than GS -- a 24% 
versus 10% reduction from the best-pe�orming experimental weighting schemes. 

2. GS and Pew both overrepresented people who are civically and politically engaged, a 
phenomenon that also occurs in telephone polls to a lesser extent.  GS’ and Pew’s 10

samples di�ered in a few notable ways: GS underrepresented technology enthusiasts, 
while Pew overrepresented technology enthusiasts. GS’ respondents were wealthier 
than benchmarks, while Pew’s respondents was less wealthy than benchmarks.  

3. As in the Pew study, we also found no “silver bullet” from adding more weighting 
variables. All the weighting variables we added -- education, race/ethnicity, and voter 
registration -- reduced errors for some topics but increased errors for other topics. 

 
 

Topline Results 
 

Pew’s study examined the results of 3 online opt-in panel vendors in 2016 against di�erent 
methodological combinations: 7 weighting methods, 2 sets of weighting variables, and 8 
sample sizes from 2k to 8k in increments of 500. Our study examines the results from the GS 
Publisher Network in August 2018 using the raking weighting method, a set of 3 weighting 
variables, and sample size of 3k; see Appendix A for more details on the study design. 
 
In the results below, we compare GS to only one of Pew’s methodological combinations: 

 

Study   Weighting method  Weighting variables  Sample size 

GS  Raking  Age, gender, region (3 vars)  3k 

Pew  Raking  Age, gender, region, race/ethnicity, education (5 vars)  8k 

 
 

To simplify our comparison, we chose the raking weighting method because GS uses raking 
by default  and Pew found that raking pe�ormed comparably to other, more complex 11

methods. We chose GS’ 3 default weighting variables and Pew’s most similar set of 5 instead 
of 9 weighting variables. Later in this paper, we’ll compare our results to Pew’s results using 9 
weighting variables, which pe�ormed be�er than 5 variables. We chose a smaller sample size 
-- 3k instead of 8k -- because Pew found that larger sample sizes had diminishing returns; 
their 2k-response samples had essentially the same results as their 8k-response samples. 
 
We calculated the average absolute errors vs. benchmarks in the same way as Pew at the 
overall, topic, and question levels.  Below, we compare overall errors between GS and Pew. 12

 

10  What Low Response Rates Mean For Telephone Surveys  (2017) 
11 For more details on GS’ weighting methodology, see  g.co/SurveysWhitepaper . 
12 For each question in a survey, we took the absolute value of the di�erence between each answer and 
benchmark value. To get the question-level errors, we took the average of the answer-level errors within each 
question. To get the topic-level errors, we took the average of the question-level errors within each topic. For the 
overall errors, we took the average of all the question-level errors. 
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http://www.pewresearch.org/methods/2017/05/15/what-low-response-rates-mean-for-telephone-surveys/
http://g.co/SurveysWhitepaper
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Overall, GS’ results were similar to Pew’s when we compare weighting by 3 variables to 5 
variables. The unweighted absolute errors were the same, and the weighted absolute errors 
di�ered by 0.4 percentage points -- 8.3 versus 8.7. As a percentage of the unweighted error, 
Pew’s weighting reduced errors by 7%, while GS’ weighting only reduced errors by 2%. 

 
Looking at the errors by topic, we can see more similar trends between GS and Pew. 
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GS’ results were similar to Pew’s results in that the Political, Civic, and Tech topics had the 
largest errors. Note that telephone surveys also have high errors for Political and Civic topics, 
although to a lesser extent; previous research has shown that non-response bias causes 
telephone surveys to overrepresent politically and civically engaged respondents.  13

 
Weighting Pew’s results reduced errors for all topics except Financial. Weighting GS’ results 
reduced errors for half of the topics while increasing errors for Civic, Financial, and Personal. 

 
 
Benchmark di�erences 
 
GS and Pew skewed the same way for the questions in the Civic and Political topics by 
overrepresenting respondents who were civically and politically engaged. In the 2 topics with 
the next highest errors, Tech and Finance, GS and Pew di�ered in how they skewed from 
benchmarks. Below, we examine the question-level errors within those topics. 
 

 
 
We can see that GS had the highest errors for texting/messaging, while Pew had the highest 
errors for tablet use. To fully understand the di�erences in these errors, we need to examine 
the answer-level results. We can �rst look at the results for Tech questions, speci�cally 
respondents who answered “yes” to using each of the following technologies. 
 

13    Assessing the Representativeness of Public Opinion Surveys  (2012), 
     What Low Response Rates Mean For Telephone Surveys  (2017) 
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http://www.people-press.org/2012/05/15/assessing-the-representativeness-of-public-opinion-surveys/#fn-20041070-2
http://www.pewresearch.org/methods/2017/05/15/what-low-response-rates-mean-for-telephone-surveys/
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GS was close to the benchmark for tablet use, while Pew was close to the benchmark for 
texting/messaging. GS underrepresented respondents who use social networks and 
texting/messaging, while Pew overrepresented respondents who use tablets and social 
networks. These results show that not all online survey pla�orm respondents are the same in 
terms of tech enthusiasm or adoption, which most likely stems from di�erent recruitment 
methods. GS’ respondents, despite answering surveys online, were not tech enthusiasts. 
 
Next, we can see di�erences for the income question in the Financial topic. 
 

5 
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Overall, GS’s respondents were more wealthy than benchmarks, while Pew’s respondents 
were less wealthy than benchmarks. GS underrepresented respondents with $20-$59k 
incomes and overrepresented those with $60k-$100k+ incomes. Pew overrepresented 
respondents with $0-$59k incomes and underrepresented those with $100k+ incomes.  14

 
These income di�erences help explain the di�erences in a few other Financial questions. 
 

 

14 Note that we combined the original 7 income answer choices into 4 to make the results easier to read. 
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GS overrepresented people with full-time employment, which is consistent with GS’ 
overrepresentation of wealthier people. In contrast, Pew underrepresented people with 
full-time employment and overrepresented people receiving food stamps. Interestingly, GS 
underrepresented people with health insurance, which seems at odds with the other results. 
 
 
Sample composition 
 
To be�er understand the demographics of GS’ sample, we also ran a separate survey asking 
additional questions about educational a�ainment and race/ethnicity. 
 

 
The source of the Educational a�ainment errors is clear from the answer-level results. 
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GS underrepresented people with less than a college degree by 5-15 percentage points and 
overrepresented people with college and postgraduate degrees by 11-17 percentage points. 
 
We can also examine the answer-level errors for race/ethnicity. 
 

 
 
GS overrepresented White Non-Hispanic people by 10 percentage points and Other race by 
4 percentage points.  GS underrepresented Hispanic people by 3 percentage points, Black 15

Non-Hispanic people by 8 percentage points, and Asian people by 4 percentage points. 
 
 
Weighting experiment 
 
The 2018 Pew study compared combinations of di�erent weighting methods and weighting 
variables. Their paper concluded that raking pe�ormed comparably to more complex 
weighting methods, but the weighting variables that were chosen was more impo�ant than 
the method that was chosen. Their most accurate results came from weighting by 9 variables 
-- 4 political variables in addition to the standard 5 demographic variables -- which helped 
reduce the large errors in the Political topic. However, the Pew paper concluded, “even the 
most e�ective adjustment strategy was only able to remove about 30% of the original bias.”  16

 
 

15 Note that Other Race included respondents who selected more than one race or entered an open-ended 
answer, which could have been used as a way to opt out of answering. Classifying multiple races as “Other Race” 
follows the way that the American Community Survey and Pew calculated their race/ethnicity results.  
16 Our results show that Pew removed only 24% of bias, which is due to our removing 3 benchmark questions. 
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By default, GS uses raking with 3 weighting variables: age, gender, and region.  We ran an 
experiment in July 2018 to see if we could reduce errors by adding more weighting variables: 
education, race/ethnicity, and voter registration, which was the political variable that most 
reduced errors in the Pew study. We ran the same surveys as above with 4 additional 
questions at the end: Education, race/ethnicity (2 questions), and voter registration. 

 

Study   Weighting method  Weighting variables  Sample size 

GS  Raking  Age, gender, region (3 vars) 
+ race/ethnicity, education (5 vars) 
+ voter registration (6 vars) 

3k 

Pew  Raking  Age, gender, region, race/ethnicity, education (5 vars) 
+ voter registration, political pa�y 

identi�cation, political ideology, identi�cation 
as an evangelical Christian (9 vars) 

8k 

 
 

This experiment has a few limitations compared to the experiments Pew ran. We added more 
weighting variables by adding questions to the end of the survey, but we were limited by our 
inability to change the initial sampling for the survey, which still matched the distribution for 
age x gender x region. We were also limited in how many additional weighting variables we 
could add because of the 10-question limit; to get 9 weighting variables total, we’d need to 
add 6 more questions, but doing that would cause surveys to have more than 10 questions. 

 
We can compare the results for GS and Pew using di�erent sets of weighting variables. 

 
 
Compared to GS’ unweighted results, weighting by 3 variables achieved a 3% reduction in 
errors, while weighting by 5 variables reduced errors by 5%. Weighting by 6 variables -- age, 
gender, region, race, education, and voter registration -- reduced GS’ errors by 10%. 

9 
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Pew’s weighting by 5 variables reduced errors by 7% compared to their unweighted results; 
only slightly more than GS’ reduction of 5%. However, Pew achieved a much larger reduction 
of 24% from weighting using 9 variables vs. GS’ 10% reduction from using 6 variables. 
 
For both GS and Pew, the best-pe�orming weighting schemes were e�ective because they 
reduced errors in the Political and Civic topics, which had the highest absolute errors. 

 
 
Weighting GS by 5 and 6 variables reduced errors for the Political and Civic topics, but also 
increased errors for all 4 other topics. In comparison, weighting Pew by 5 and 9 variables only 
increased errors in one topic: Financial. As we can see, di�erent weighting variables reduced 
or increased errors depending on the survey topic. Indeed, the Pew paper recommends “A 
careful consideration of the factors that di�erentiate the sample from the population and 
their association with the survey topic” when considering which weighting variables to use. 
 

10 
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Another factor to consider when adding more weighting variables is how much variance the 
weighting scheme introduces. We can calculate the design e�ect  to assess how much 17

variance has been introduced by weighting. If the design e�ect goes above 2, it’s considered 
a warning that the weighting method is no longer wo�h the tradeo� between bias and 
variance.   For GS, the design e�ect for 3 variables was 1.0, for 5 variables was 1.8, and for 6 
variables was 2.1. So, the most e�ective weighting scheme was just barely over the limit for 
potentially introducing too much variance for the sake of reducing errors by 10%. 
 
 
Appendices 

Appendix A: Study design 

 
Two rounds of surveys were run on the following dates: 
 
1. Standard set of questions, August 1-3, 2018:  Results 
2. Additional questions for weighting variables added, July 25-26, 2018:  Results 
 
Each round of surveys was conducted as follows: 
 
- 6-7 surveys were run: one survey per topic plus an additional demographics survey. 
- 3 waves of each survey were run at the same time. 
- 1.5k complete responses were targeted for each survey. 
- We dropped responses with unknown inferred age, gender, or region because they 

cannot be weighted, which lowered the average number of completes for each survey 
to 1.1k. We did this for both unweighted and weighted results for consistency. 

- For the analysis above, the three surveys were combined into a 3k-response sample. 
 

GS guarantees no duplicate respondents within surveys but not between di�erent surveys. 
When constructing the 3k-response samples, we removed duplicates. Within a single topic, 
the average percentage of respondents who got multiple surveys was 0.07%. Across all 
topics, the average percentage of respondents who got multiple surveys was also 0.07%. 
 
In our analyses, we included pa�ial responses when possible; i.e., results from respondents 
who didn’t complete the entire survey. For surveys with no additional questions for weighting 
variables, the average dropo� rate from the �rst to last question was 8%. Adding education, 
Hispanic origin, and voter registration questions increased the dropo� rate to 21%. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

17 Using the calculation for design e�ect from  E�ects of Sample Design on Statistical Inference 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=0
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12Fwk9hrnQgmqjTZGmYKIqL96nVY7qCS56QoGZe11yZw/edit#gid=0
http://www.pewinternet.org/2010/04/27/methodology-85/#quantitative-survey-design-and-data-collection-procedures
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The combined response-level results are included below with links to the individual surveys. 
 

Survey topic   August 1-3: Results, Surveys  July 25-26: Results, Surveys 

Civic  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3 

Family  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3 

Financial  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3 

Personal  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3 

Political  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3 

Technology  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3 

Demographics  Combined , Waves  1 ,  2 ,  3   

 
 
The per-question sample sizes in the combined results ranged from 3.3k to 4.8k. The smallest 
sample size was from the last question in a survey (completes). The largest sample size was 
from the �rst question (pa�ials) in a survey with a high dropo� rate. The number of 
completes ranged from 3.3k to 3.5k, which we abbreviated to 3k in this paper. 
 
We calculated weights for each question using the pa�ial results available for that question, 
which GS does by default. The initial weights for each survey were calculated based on the 
�rst question. Weights for other questions were calculated by taking the �rst-question 
weights, �ltering them to those who answered the other question, and renormalizing them 
so that the sum of the weights equaled the total number of responses to the other question. 
For more information about how weighting works in GS, please see  g.co/SurveysWhitepaper . 

Appendix B: Consistency of results 

 
Running multiple surveys at once allowed us to examine the consistency of their results. In 
the �rst weighting experiment, the 3 waves of 1.1k-response samples were highly consistent 
with each other for both the unweighted and weighted overall absolute errors. 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=0
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5751836614230016
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5753151947964416
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5583825261461504
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12Fwk9hrnQgmqjTZGmYKIqL96nVY7qCS56QoGZe11yZw/edit#gid=0
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6629792746209280
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5855439402205184
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5944700918988800
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=1310304398
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5963934917099520
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5255409664425984
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5348568427823104
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12Fwk9hrnQgmqjTZGmYKIqL96nVY7qCS56QoGZe11yZw/edit#gid=1310304398
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5352306666274816
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5207032081842176
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6502381014646784
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=1691104841
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6188866783576064
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5960693961621504
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5369891480829952
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12Fwk9hrnQgmqjTZGmYKIqL96nVY7qCS56QoGZe11yZw/edit#gid=1691104841
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5341598658494464
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5550394198622208
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6567507080151040
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=658790074
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5468173888552960
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6510212679892992
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=4937931654594560
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12Fwk9hrnQgmqjTZGmYKIqL96nVY7qCS56QoGZe11yZw/edit#gid=658790074
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5281416486223872
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5313171461144576
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=4934620157214720
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=2035180300
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5837925005819904
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5319088527278080
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6190884948443136
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12Fwk9hrnQgmqjTZGmYKIqL96nVY7qCS56QoGZe11yZw/edit#gid=2035180300
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6098107554234368
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6731545487507456
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5303022872854528
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=1681256377
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5547189609857024
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=4508517133352960
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=4532826044268544
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/12Fwk9hrnQgmqjTZGmYKIqL96nVY7qCS56QoGZe11yZw/edit#gid=1681256377
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5504037609963520
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5704919068868608
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=4730395401814016
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1pWklAecOqYDkYuSbGEtm6PSuPN7YO6jK89SeMNgtD54/edit#gid=535678475
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5670401752596480
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=4939725071876096
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=4730596067803136
http://g.co/SurveysWhitepaper
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For the 3 waves of surveys shown above, the overall errors for unweighted results were 
within a range of 0.23 and the weighted results were within a range of 0.21. The standard 
deviation for unweighted results was 0.12 and for weighted results was 0.10. 
 
We can see the same pa�ern of consistency at the topic level. 
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The Political and Tech topics had the largest ranges for unweighted results at 2.0. The 
Political topic had the largest range for weighted results at 2.0. The standard deviation within 
topics was 0.1-1.0 for unweighted and 0.2-1.0 for weighted results; the Personal topic had the 
smallest standard deviation and Political and Tech had the largest standard deviation. 

Appendix C: Survey design 

 
The questions appeared in the following order in the surveys, following  Pew’s questionnaire : 
 

- Civic: Talk to neighbors, trust neighbors, community group, volunteer (2 questions) 
- Family: Marital status, house size, number of children 
- Financial: Home ownership, health insurance, food stamps, employment, income 
- Personal: Home tenure, military duty, smoking frequency (2 questions) 
- Political: Contacted public o�cial, voted 2012, voted 2014 
- Technology: Tablet use, texting or messaging, social networking 
- Demographics: Education, Hispanic origin, Race, Political pa�y a�liation 
- Example surveys:  Civic ,  Family ,  Financial ,  Personal ,  Political ,  Technology ,  Demographics 

 
Questions for additional weighting variables were added at the end in the following order: 
 

- Education, Hispanic origin, Race, Voter registration 
- Example surveys:  Civic ,  Family ,  Financial ,  Personal ,  Political ,  Technology 

 
In some cases, we changed the question and answer text due to 

 
- Character limits for questions and answers 
- Limits on the number of answer options 
- Limits on the question types available; e.g., open-numeric questions 

 
Summary of question and answer changes vs.  Pew’s questionnaire : 

 
1. Community group  (Civic): Removed reference to July 2015 
2. Volunteer  (Civic): Sho�ened question 
3. Volunteer pa� 2  (Civic): Removed reference to June of last year, sho�ened question 
4. Household size  (Family): Changed open-ended numeric box to “1”, “2”, “3”, “4 or more” 
5. Children  (Family): Changed open-ended numeric box to “0”, “1”, “2”, “3”, “4 or more” 
6. Home ownership  (Financial): Sho�ened the answers “Owned by household member 

with mo�gage/loan” and “Owned by household member, no mo�gage/loan” 
7. Employment status  (Financial): Sho�ened “With a job, but not at work (sick, vacation)” 
8. Income  (Financial): Coarsened the number of answer options from 16 to 7 
9. House tenure  (Personal): Sho�ened answers, “No, outside the United States/Pue�o 

Rico” and “No, but in the United States/Pue�o Rico” 
10. Military duty  (Personal): Sho�ened “Only for training in Reserves/National Guard” 
11. Education  (Demographics): Coarsened the number of answer options from 14 to 6 
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http://assets.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/01/25163615/Questionnaire-for-release.pdf
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5751836614230016
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5963934917099520
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6188866783576064
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5468173888552960
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5837925005819904
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5547189609857024
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5670401752596480
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6629792746209280
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5352306666274816
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5341598658494464
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5281416486223872
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=6098107554234368
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/survey?survey=5504037609963520
http://assets.pewresearch.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/12/2018/01/25163615/Questionnaire-for-release.pdf
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en&survey=5751836614230016&question=3&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en&survey=5751836614230016&question=4&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en&survey=5751836614230016&question=5&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=5963934917099520&question=2&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=5963934917099520&question=3&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=6188866783576064&question=1&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=6188866783576064&question=4&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=6188866783576064&question=5&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=5468173888552960&question=1&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=5468173888552960&question=2&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
https://surveys.google.com/reporting/question?hl=en-US&org=personal&survey=5670401752596480&question=1&raw=false&transpose=false&tab=chart&synonyms=true
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12. Race  (Demographics): Changed “Some other race” to an open-ended text box, 
following the  American Community Survey 

13. The following questions showed their answers in a �xed order: Talk to neighbors, Trust 
neighbors, Income, Household size, Children, Smoking frequency pa� 2, Income, Age, 
Education, Hispanic origin, Race, Political pa�y a�liation 

14. The rest of the questions randomized the order of their answer options 
 
Sampling and weighting: 
 

- Sampled by the joint distribution of age, gender, region; no race/ethnicity or education 
- Raking by the marginal distributions only, no pairs of variables (e.g., age and gender) 
- The age, gender, and region population distribution used for sampling and weighting 

was from the 2015 Current Population Survey’s Computer and Internet Use Supplement 
 
Language: 
 

- GS ran all surveys in English 
- Pew’s surveys were available in both English and Spanish 

 
GS’ surveys ran 2 years a�er Pew’s surveys ran in June-July 2016, which may have a�ected 
results such as how well respondents remember if they voted in 2012 or 2014. 
 
We compared our results to the same benchmarks as Pew to reduce the di�erences in our 
methodology; note that  Pew’s benchmark data sources  are from 2013-2016. 
 
The microdata from Pew’s 2018 study is available for download at 
h�p://www.pewresearch.org/methods/dataset/2016-online-opt-in-comparison-study . 
Estimates that were not originally published in Pew’s 2018 repo� were provided by request. 
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